Westlaw UK: EU Content

When you click to view EU content from the More menu, it will open in a different tab as this content is available in our International materials section.

Please note that any personalisations (Favourites, Folders, Alerts) will only be viewable in this section, they will not be viewable within the main Westlaw UK pages.

If you prefer searching using a template then click the Advanced link which appears to the right of the search box.

You can use this template to search for specific terms, exclude certain documents and search by citation or document title.

Search across all EU information

Click to browse into specific EU content

Use the checkboxes to select content to search

You can use the Term Frequency link to specify how many times your terms must appear in each result document

Search across all content, or select document types
Westlaw UK: EU Content

Your Search Results

When you search across all content, the first page you will see is an Overview showing the top results from each content set. You can access all the results from each content type using the links on the left-hand side.

Filter your results by Searching within results or adding a date filter

Re-sort your results by Date/Relevance

Set up Alerts, Show More/Less detail for each result, Linkbuilder, Add to Folder and Delivery options

Viewing EU Documents

Link to PDF version of the document

Linkbuilder, search this document, change text size, add annotations, add to Folder, Deliver and full screen view
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